CONSENT, COMMUNICATION, & BOUNDARIES FOR COVID-19

WHAT TO ASK

• When were you last tested?
• What were the results?
• What precautions are you taking?

WHAT TO DISCUSS

• Physical Distancing – 6 ft apart
• Wearing a mask – at all times?
• Location – indoors/outdoors?
• Food/Drinks – BYO or shared?
• Bathroom – available?
• Risk factors – for your bubble

HAVE YOU HAD THE COVID TALK?

WHAT TO DISCUSS
"I’m comfortable with [insert activity/behavior] if we [insert safety precautions]."

"I’m NOT comfortable with [activity/behavior]."

WHEN THINGS GET AWKWARD...

"[Behavior] is a hard limit for me. I am not willing to do that."

"Thanks for thinking of me, but I am only attending outdoor [activities] right now."

"[Event] is something I’m still feeling unsure about. Can we talk more about the safety guidelines?"

"I was comfortable with the plan to [behavior], but now that more people are here I need to head out."

"That sounds fun. Will everyone be wearing masks the whole time?"